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Abstract
Starting with evaluations of propagator and wave function for the damped harmonic oscil-
lator with time-dependent frequency, exact coherent states are constructed. These coherent
states satisfy the properties which coherent states should generally have.
Since Schr6dinger[1] constructed the coherent states for the harmonic oscillator, they have been
widely used to describe many fields of physics[2,3,4]. Glauber[5] has used coherent states to dis-
cuss photon statistics of the radiation field, and Nieto and Simmons[6] have constructed coherent
states for particles in various potentials. Hartley and Ray[7] have obtedned exact coherent states
for a time-dependent harmonic oscillator on the basis of Lewis and Riesenfeld[8]. Recently Yeon,
Urn and George obtained exact coherent states for a d,_rnped harmonic oscillator with constant
frequency[9] and also the propagator, wave function, energy expectation values, uncertainty rela-
tions and coherent states for a quantum forced time-dependent harmonic oscillator[10].
In this paper we evaluate the wave function and uncertainty relations and construct exact
coherent states for the damped harmonic oscillator with time-dependent frequency described by
the modified Caidirola-Kanai Hamitonian through the path integral method,
m 72 f(t)'7 _z21H - f(t)[e -'Y' p2 + e"'2(w2 + (1)2m 4f(t) 2f--'_" 4'
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where f(t) is dimensionless time-dependent function and has the value f(t) I,-o- 1.
Very recently, we have obtained the propagators and wave functions for the damped driven
harmonic oscillator with an external driving force F(t)[11], driven coupled harmonic oscillator[12],
quantum oscillator chains[13] and a mode of the electromagnetic field in tt resonator with time-
dependent characteristics of the internal rnedium[14] by the path integral method. Through similar
calculations in the above papers we may evaluate the propagator for the Hamiltonian of Eq.(1) :
rn_e_t(t+ e) irn_ * "r ]e_,z2
K(z,t;z',t') = [2_riAsin(_ j'_ f(t) dt) ]l/2exp{-_-[cot(w ftl f(t) dr) - 2_(ty
2e _O+e) zz' * 7_ -]e"" zn) . (2)
- sin(on f_, f(t) at) ÷ [cot(w fe f(t) at) + 2wf(t)'" "
The solution of the Schr_dinger equation is given as the path-dependent integral equation with
propagator K, •
f K(z, t; i, 0)q,(i, 0) di, (3)t)
which gives the wave function tb(z, t) at time t in terms of the wave function tb(x', 0) at time t = 0.
At t = 0 the l-lamiltonian [Eq.(1)] reduces to the Hamiltonian of a simple harmonic oscillator, and
the corresponding wave function becomes
._-_,a/_.. , _ ,,e-_= _
_(i,o) = t 2_.!v_ _ "_WT _ )
Substitution of Eqs.(2) and (4) into Eq.(3) yields the wave function
"1 t
I12)c°t[ad_oec°t(aJI_ f(t)dr)+ "Y]}2_o
_b(z,t) = ( 2"n!v_" )'/_exp{-i(n +
x' eA*2H,(Dz),
(4)
(5)
where
2 ._ w
_,4
fj 7 sin(2_ f0 tsin2(t# f(t) dr) + _ f(t) dr) + 1 , (6)
A = rn_ e"vt .rn_ e"T' " "t ]2h _, +'-_--_'{_'[cot(_'jo f(t) at) _y(t)
-- [cot(w if(t) dr) + _]},
___ W2 = W2 _ _/
D= v _ _ , ReA= 2 ' 4"
To evaluatethe uncertaintyvalues,we calculatethe quantities
< x >...= f: _(x,t)_,_.(x,t)dz
v_+l v/'ff ___o(o6 ,,,
- _ e_°(')6","+1 + _'-_ ,,,, -
" /J6,,,.,_+1 +/_'/f,_.,___ ,
(7)
(8)
(9)
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<mlpln> E h0
= _+ 1(-i-_)_'°"6...+,+_(-i-_)'_-'°"_..._,
= q/i,,,.,,+1 + r/'/i,,,.,,_l , (10)
< m Iz21. >-- _/(. + 2)(. + 1)/_a_m,n+a+ (2n+ 1)/sp°6m,,_+ _/n(.- 1)p"2di,,,,,,__, (11)
<mlpU]n>=_/(n+2)(n+l)_U6.,,,,+u+(2n+l)rl_°6,,,,,,+_/n(n-1)_°u6.,,._u, (12)
where
1
< _ I_(xp + w) l .> = _/(. + 2)(. + 1)_,,16.,_+_+ hL_(2. + 1)_.,.
+ _/.(.- 1)_,','e._,___,
0(t)=cot-al eot(w f(t) dt) + _] ,
_,(t)= _ = _-_'"'_"('),
(13)
(14)
(15)
r/(t) = -i_i--_e ie(0
_1 1 .w t= i _ exp[_Tt{1 - ,_[_2(cot(w fo f(t) dr) 72_f(t) )
- ,(_o_(_,fo'f(')a,)+_)]_1
= _ 1e½.,,B(t)e_lcot-, ,,(O+e(Ol (16)
fO' 3' ]- [cot(wf0'f(t ) dr)+ 7 ) (17)
_(t) = _0_{_2[c°t(_ y(t) dr) 2_y(t) _] '
3(t) = ¢1 +a_(t). (18)
With the help of Eqs.(9)-(12), the uncertainty relntions in the various states can be obtained as
[(A_) (Ap) 1,.,+_,..= [(< > - < x > - < t, ,,_+_,_
-" _/(n + 2)(n + ])1_' II '_1
= _'_/(n + 2)(n + 1) 3(t), (19)
/i
[(,x_)_(e.p)_],_,,.= 7(n + 1)a(t), (20)
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2 2 ]12 ._[(,_) ("p) l,,.,,= (2,, + z)_(t). (21)
Changing (n + 1) to n and (n + 2) to n in Eqs. (20) and (21), respectively, we can easily obtain
the uncertainty in the (n - l,n) state and (n - 2,n) state.
Now we return to the coherent states. Before we construct the annihilation operator a and
creation operator at, we will briefly discuss the properties of the coherent states. These states
can be defined by the eigenstates of the nonhermitian operator a,
ala>=_l_>. (22)
Using the completeness relation for the number representations, we expand I c_ > as
]a>
ffi e-O/2)l°Pe °*t 10 > , (23)
where [ 0 > is the vacuum or ground state and is independent of n. The calculation of <//I a >
in Eq. (23) gives
< 81o >- e-t (l°12+lBP)+aa" (24)
Here, Eq. (24) has nonzero values for a _ 8, and thus the states axe not orthogonal, but when
[ o - _ 12---, B the states become orthogonal.
Since the eigenvalues a of the coherent states are complex numbers u + iv, the completeness
relation of the coherent states is written as
/la><_,l d2a ffiz, (25)
where 1 is the identity operator and ana is given by d(Re u)d(Im v).
From Eqs. (9),(10),(15) and (16), we have the relation
rip* - rl'p = ih (26)
We can define the annihilation operator a and creation operator at for the damped harmonic
oscillator with time dependent frequency as
1
a : _(_- s,p),
1 .
at = _(_ p-_'z), (27)
where the expressions of z and p by a and at are
z : t_'a+l_at,
p = rfa+rla. (28)
m
r
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Since 71 is not equal to p in Eqs.
Hermitian operators, but the following relations are preserved :
(15) and (16), we can easily confirm that a and at are not
[z, p] = ih ,
[a, at] = 1 . (29)
Here, the operators a and a t are different from a_ and ao, i.e., creation and annihilation operators
of the harmonic oscillator, and can be expressed as
a -- _ao+ua_ ,
at = p'ao+_'ato. (30)
Therefore, the coherent states of the damped harmonic oscillator with time-dependent frequency
are the squeezed states of the simple harmonic oscillator.
We can evaluate the transformation function < z [ a > from the coherent states to the
coordinate representation [ z >. From Eqs. (22) and (27) we have
h0
[,7=- _T_] < = I_,>= i_a < = l a > (31)
Solving this equation, we obtain the coordinate representation
< z [ a >= N exp[lsz - (2ihp)-_r/z_]. (32)
Here, N is the integal constant constant. Choosing N to satisfy Eq. (25), we find the eigenvectors
of the operator a given in the coordinate representation I z > as
2=]__.h a 1 [' 1P'a'] (33)1 exp[ z 2+-z- [a< x Is >= (2,'m,')'/' u 2 -2T '
where
(21rpp')-il '= =
in
2hp
p°p -_
(m,_ 11/4_1/_ e- itt
"_'-,
m','o 1 ,,,, i_(t)]
_f2e tl-
e-=is(t) .
(34)
Next, we prove that a coherent state represents a minimum uncertainty state. With the help
of the relation between a, a t, z and p, we evaluate the expectation values of z, p, z 2 and p2 in state
[s > as follows :
(35)
<z> = <slp'a+patla>=p'a+/_a ",
<p> = <alr/'a+r/a*la>=r/'a+r/a -,
<z2> = p'2ot_+pp,(l+2ss')+p=s -2,
< p2 > = vT"2a2 + r/r/'(1 + 2ss') + r/as" = .
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FIG. i. (Az) 2 for the (0,0) state as a function of_t at various vaJues of "l/w with _/_ = 1.
From above expressions, we get
h---_2 e-'T' (36)
(Az)2 : _" = 2m,oo
(Ap)2 -- ?_7"= rn_°h_-2e"_(t), (37)
and thus we finally obtain the uncertainty relation
=I, II, I= (38)
Equation (37) is the minimum uncertainty corresponding to Eq. (13) in the (0,0) state.
Taking At - 0 and f(t) = 1, all the formulas we have derived are reduced to those of the simple
harmonic oscillator. The propagator [ Eq.(2)] and the wave function [ Eq. (5) ] do not have similar
forms to those of Cheng[15] and others[16], but are of new form. We should point out that the
same classical equation of motion can be obtained from many different action, and thus one may
have many different propagators correspoding to the actions.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 illustrate the behaviors of (Ax) 2, (Ap)_ and Ap-Am as a function of w/ at
various values of _,/w and w/_ for F(t) = e_t at 7 _ 0. When oscillation starts, (A:r) _ and (Ap) 2
have the period rl, but their periods decrease rapidly with increasing time, and the amplitude of
(_z) 2 decreases exponentially, while that of (Ap) 2 increases exponentially. The uncertainty for
the (0.0) state with period I'[ is reduced to that of the harmonic oscillator of 0 ° and 180 °.
From all of the above results, we conclude that the coherent states for the damped harmonic
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FIG. 2. (Ap)2 for the (0,0) state s s a function of ,,_t at various values of -f/,,_ with _/_ = I.
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FIG. 3. _p" &z for the (0,0) stxte versus _t at various values of 7/o; with o;/_ = 5.
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oscillator with the time-dependent frequency described by the modified Caldirola-Kanai Hamilto-
nian which we have constructed satisfy the renowned properties of coherent states.
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